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Shock Wave -Boundary Layer Interactions
H. Babinsky and J. K. Harvey
Cambridge University Press, Cambridge, UK. 2011. 461pp. Illustrated. £80. ISBN 978-0-521-84852-7. A welcome addition to the literature on high-speed flows, this volume assembles nine technical chapters by experts in specific and generic problems of shock-wave interactions with boundary layers that continue to challenge experiment, numerical simulation and modelling. The topic is rich in flow physics, bringing together the subjects of gas dynamics, including possible real gas effects, and boundary layers, including problems of separation and turbulence, none of which is adequately treated in the usual computational fluid dynamics approaches. The subject is one of the most interesting branches of fluid mechanics, with unsolved problems of academic and practical interest, with surface friction, heat transfer and unsteady effects being particular challenges for the emerging field of flow control.
The present volume begins with an overview from Jean Délery, one of the fathers of the subject, with further review chapters on transonic and supersonic interactions in two and three dimensions. Experiments and numerical simulations are covered in two chapters by Michael Holden and Graham Candler respectively that illustrate the complexity of the flows and the challenges facing measurement and prediction. The final three chapters are on special topics, including rarefied gas effects, unsteady interactions and the method of matched asymptotic expansions (by the late George Inger), for which the application to shock-induced separation was one of the most important successes. The book has been well planned and executed, though perhaps rather long in gestation, with only limited coverage of the literature since about 2008. The last few years have seen particularly rapid progress in numerical simulations (particularly direct and large-eddy simulation) and in the application of laser-based diagnostics in laboratory experiments, providing full-field data and revitalising this area of research.
The present volume serves as an excellent technical overview of the subject and provides extensive background material to enable readers to appreciate the current journal literature. 
D. P. Raymer
American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics, 1801 Alexander Bell Drive, Suite 500, Reston, VA 20191-4344, USA. 2012. Distributed by Transatlantic Publishers Group, 97 Greenham Road London N10 1LN, UK (Tel: 020-8815 5994; e-mail: mark.chaloner@tpgltd. co.uk). 2012 T he field of aircraft design textbooks is becoming crowded faster than the aircraft manufacturers are merging. Raymer's book has long been one of the most widely used, and its publication by the AIAA guarantees acceptance.
The fifth edition updates this popular work for undergraduate students and adds new material concerning 'green' means of propulsion, rockets and hypersonic vehicles. The cost analysis chapter has been brought up to date with 2012 financial scaling factors.
The first part of the book, Chapters 3 to 11, provide an extremely simplified initial sizing method and a discussion of a wide range of features of complete configurations, of propulsion and of the landing gear. This part includes a chapter on lofting which includes some guidance on layout.
Following the first part is a section titled 'Intermission', a title probably lost on students unaware of the traditions of the cinema. This section is where most students should start in their use of this textbook, as it explains what is necessary before calculations begin and then sequences the early sizing and layout work.
More detailed treatments of aerodynamics, propulsion, performance, structures, weights, sizing and so on follow the 'Intermission'. In these chapters are methods and data that should be used in early stages of design development in preference to the simple methods.
Chapters 20 to 22 delve into unusual configurations and extremes of flight speed, from helicopters through airships to rockets. The same two examples of design studies are presented as are found in the earlier edition. This is strictly a book about aircraft design, not a textbook on aerodynamics or structures. Indeed the author advises the student look elsewhere for more thorough coverage. Some of the new material seems unnecessary, such as explaining how an electric motor works, as does some of the old material, for instance basic definitions of stress and strain. There are few derivations, so there is a danger of the student applying equations for calculations without a grasp of the underlying principles. The relationship of the Centre of Gravity to the location of the wing and undercarriage are indicated but nowhere is the calculation of balance mentioned. Some methods are extremely approximate -proposing that any winglet will yield a 20% benefit in effective aspect ratio, for example.
If the student takes time to read and absorb the wisdom spread throughout the text there is no doubt of benefit and the student will be able to produce sensible concepts in an undergraduate aircraft design course. Other, more specialist, textbooks will be needed and the student must be constantly alert to interpreting the broad-brush parametric, and approximate, methods in the context of the specific design being developed.
Keith Towell, CEng, MRAeS

Missile Design and System Engineering
E. L. Fleeman
American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics, 1801 Alexander Bell Drive, Suite 500, Reston, VA 20191-4344, USA. 2012. Distributed by Transatlantic Publishers Group, 97 Greenham Road London N10 1LN, UK (Tel:-020-8815 5994; e-mail: mark.chaloner@tpgltd. co.uk. 879pp. Illustrated. £85 [20% discount available to RAeS members on request] . T his is a formidable publication, running to some 880 pages and accompanied, on the AIAA web-site, by over 500MB of electronic resources. It could be regarded as the hard-won summary of a lifetimes work on guided weapons. In broad terms it is an excellent book, although not without some foibles; perhaps it won't suit all tastes, but it is very much admired by this reviewer.
The title needs to be interpreted carefully, ‛Systems Engineering' here meaning a more limited set of endeavours across the Missile system. So this may not be an ideal text for a generic systems engineer who operates outside the weapons domain. The book is mostly focussed within the missile itself, covering conceptual design of the subsystems, and integrating the whole missile into a system, including platforms. The wider context is taken into account, including interpretation and scoring of customer requirements, platform integration, and some of the lines of development. The author makes use of house of quality, pareto analysis and design of experiments to good effect.
AIAA state that the book is intended for ‛aerospace engineering students and professors, systems analysts and engineers and program managers'. Examples of potential users would include concept designers, anybody who needs to reverse-engineer a missile, or those who need to understand missile systems in a procurement context. To get the best from the book a broad background in aeronautical engineering (or similar) would be required. Each chapter closes with a short self-test.
The book itself is sturdy in near A5 format, with clear printing in black and blue on good paper. The print size is perhaps a little small, especially so with the diagrams, so if you need reading glasses have them handy for this. To be fair the electronic resources give a full Microsoft Power Point presentation of 652 slides, which repeat all the diagrams from the book at A4 page size in full colour, together with embedded videos and extracts of the book text on the Notes pages. These resources are accessible to purchasers of the book, and will require AIAA registration. Written content is straight-forward and readily understandable. There are a fair number (19) of typographical errors, but they don't seriously detract or affect accuracy.
Diagrams, graphs and equations abound in the book. They are presented in a consistent and clear style throughout. Each graph is with the text it ‛belongs' to and has a number of text boxes which include the equations plotted and the nomenclature. Equations are all closed form and the nomenclature and constants are always specified. Aerodynamic data is always presented with the appropriate non-dimensional normalising parameters specified. Guidance is also given as to likely values for parameters, or valid parameters or concepts where the closed form analysis is appropriate or valid.
As would be expected from an American text most of the data is given in Foot, Pound, Second units, with thermodynamic temperatures given in degrees Rankine, although some units are MKS when this is more appropriate. A set of conversion factors are given, including implicit reminders about the different size of U.S. gallons. For a numerate readership the mixed units should not be a serious hardship, but this does require some care.
The book follows a logical format, based upon a concept design and iteration process model. The chapters therefore follow to some extent the breakdown of the missile down into classic subsystems such as aerodynamics, propulsion, structure and warhead. It is a comprehensive approach to missile design synthesis. There is substantial detail in some of the chapters, for example propulsion extends into derivation of overall turbojet engine performance from engine component performance. Approaches explored include broader aspects such as parametric costing, which are important in themselves. There is overall a strong emphasis on understanding the impact of the important parameters upon overall system performance and a good use of various ‛rules of thumb' at appropriate times.
This reviewer very much welcomed the reminders that missile engineering (or indeed any engineering) is a creative activity. Amongst others, there is also a good reminder to use the skills of the wider organisation at various steps in the process. Users of the book do need to bear these points in mind, as well as the warnings that are given on limited validity, and appropriate techniques.
We might note that implementation and exploitation of novel or new techniques and approaches require access to relevant and up-todate domain knowledge. A good example is the impact of advanced processing algorithms enabled by electronics hardware and simple instruments that we see in consumer devices. These enable relatively cheap components to deliver much higher performance. The book provides a good framework within which an adept student could exploit these sorts of ideas.
There is a good set of references and a bibliography, with some very familiar items in both areas. The index is a reasonable compromise between depth and breadth. Inevitably, in such a large work, there is some recursive information. To an extent users will need to familiarise themselves with the whole work in order to extract all the contextual value and salient detail they may require. The time taken to do this will be well repaid.
The last chapter of the book is a very useful summary and really needs to be read together with any individual chapters. Both the electronic resources and the book have a set of useful classroom theoretical and experimental exercises on air-propelled soda straw rockets. These rockets are similar in principle to the water rockets used in UK Science Technology Engineering Mathematics (STEM) teaching. Amongst the electronic resources are a Microsoft Excel spread sheet for Tactical Missile Design, which loads and runs as designed. It's refreshing to find the electronic resources supplied with a sensible set of usage conditions; the AIAA and the author deserve credit for this.
So this book provides a comprehensive approach to missile conceptual design and is full of useful tools, data and 'rules of thumb'. It is very unusual to find all of these together in one book and in many cases this sort of information is very difficult to find at all, especially from an authoritative source. It represents very good value if looked at in this context. T his book is aimed at students, and the authors' stated concern is to impart an understanding of what they call 'The Fundamental Problem of Aerodynamics', namely the accurate determination of the force system acting on an aircraft in flight. They provide a study plan and a diagram of how the text is organised. The first division is between inviscid and viscous flow regimes, then a further division into incompressible and compressible regimes. For the latter, the diagram refers the reader to Chapters 10 to 20. However the book has just 9 Chapters.
There is guidance on the limits of applicability of the incompressible regime, but this is rather confused. Thus we are told that the transonic regime begins when the flight speed is about 80 per cent of the speed of sound and that hypersonic speeds are those where the velocity is five or more times higher than the acoustic sound. But Table 2 .1 gives transonic to mean the Mach number is between 0·85 and 1·05, whilst hypersonic means Mach number greater than 5. It would have been more helpful to have given some example flows and to have used the local flow Mach number as a discriminatory parameter, rather than flight Mach number. After all, an aircraft high lift system may require an understanding of transonic flow even when the flight Mach number is as little as 0·2.
There is further confusion in the Systems of Units section. Both SI and English (sic) systems are presented. The latter name was unfamiliar to me, but what was given was the British (or Imperial) engineering units system, which is what one would expect to be used. Unfortunately, there is an 'English System' in use. It is not a consistent system, and uses the pound mass rather than the slug. It appears to be used in the USA by chemical engineers. The units section is followed by a list of important parameters such as flow speed and shear stress, and gives their dimensions (but not their units), in mass-based (M, L,T) and force-based (F, L, T) units. Here the reader might wonder about the significance of the distinction between the Roman and Italic symbols used. There is none that I could find, and think that lack of proof reading is the cause.
One feature of the book is the presentation of Examples (problems) followed by their Solutions. Example 3.5 is concerned with the link between aerofoil drag and the wake velocity profile as measured in a wind tunnel. I could not solve the given problem, and was relieved to read the authors' solution relied on introducing a number of arbitrary (and quite unrealistic) assumptions. Example 3.7, dealing with a compressor, introduces units such as BTU/lbm°F, 'as is done in thermodynamics textbooks'. There is no other elucidation.
On The authors obviously subscribe to this 'I was right after all' thesis. However there never was such an assumption about what computers could do. Only engineers produce designs; they are never really optimum, but may be very good. But any good engineer will utilise all the tools available to him or her, and computersand CFD -were vital in 1978, as they are now. Indeed, continuing developments in CFD, and in other branches of engineering science, mean that it is quite perverse to quote Kuchemann approvingly.
There are undoubtedly good things in the book. It was always going to be difficult to produce a textbook that could stand alongside Incompressible Aerodynamics, edited by B. Thwaites (Oxford University Press, 1960) . But a number of student texts have achieved this, and have run to several editions. Also the arch and pedagogical tone of the writing must do little to inspire a student. But mainly it is the carelessness and self-contradictory statements that makes the book impossible to recommend.
Mechanical Engineering Principles -Second edition J. O. Bird and C. T. F. Ross
Routledge, Taylor & Francis Group, 2 Park Square, Milton Park, Abingdon, OX14 4RN, UK. 2012. 301pp. Illustrated, £24.99, ISBN 978-0-415-51785-0. T he authors describe this BTech/National text as student friendly, which is teacherspeak for supplying 320 fully worked examples and almost 900 other problems all with answers given and a minimal of text to read. The first question posed (inside front cover) is: ‛Why are competent engineers so vital?' a question which (in the reviewer's opinion) the authors answer with a meanness of spirit and disrespect for other professions. The whole page needs to be rethought, rephrased and rewritten.
Part One -Chapter 1 'Revision of Mathematics' starts by defining the Radian and ends with a simultaneous equation: there being a mix of trivia and the essential in between.
Part Two 'Statics and Strength of Materials' begins, not with statics, but with the statement:
‛A good knowledge of some of the constants used in the study of the properties of materials is vital'. Then, in section 2.1 ‛The unit of force is the Newton, N' The Stroud convention is used without comment. The SI system of units is not mentioned; nor is the importance of using a coherent dimensional system discussed. Chapter 2 (the first) is thus all about Stress and Strain, with support from Chapter 3 on Tensile Testing where yield point, ultimate strength and modulus are explained.
The mathematical basis of Equilibrium (traditional statics) is not discussed in 'Forces Acting at a Point' -Chapter 4 -but the graphical resolution of forces is covered rather well. But then, instead of moving logically on to determine member forces in pin-jointed trusses, Chapter 5 on 'Simply Supported Beams' pops up before 'Forces in Structures' -Chapter 6 -are determined by graphical and analytical methods.
The action of shear forces and bending moments is made clear in Chapter 7 and well supported by calculations relating to first and second moments of area in Chapter 8. The Engineers Theory of Bending is developed in Chapter 9, torque in Chapter 10 and the Engineers Theory of Torsion in Chapter 11.
Part Three 'Dynamics' begins at Chapter 12 where, for some odd reason, Radian Measure is in pole position followed by an alternating and confusing mix of linear/angular developments. NB: Most lecturers of the old school would have taught linear motion first, followed by angular motion before blending the two together. Table  12 .1 separates the two and presents Linear and Angular equations in rational order, albeit eight of the 17 equations quoted are without units.
Chapter 13 'Linear Momentum and Impulse' covers Newton's First Law of Motion. Linear velocities and forces are calculated but displacements which deform the impacted body are not. Chapter 14 'Force, Mass and Acceleration' introduces Newton's Second Law of Motion and includes a ‛red herring' (reiterated from Section 2.1) likely to wrong foot the reader a second time. Motion not change in shape is here the operative word and the two should not be signposted as equals. Newton's Third Law is also poorly explained.
'Work, Energy and Power' -Chapter 15 -covers conservation of energy and efficiency. Chapter 16 'Friction' contains much about forces and motion up and down an incline planebefore the author gets carried away calculating the efficiency of a screw jack (using Maths far beyond Part One) and three chapters before the most basic of machines have been considered. The difference between centripetal and centrifugal accelerations and forces is explained by way of rail tracks and wagons in Chapter 17. 'Simple Harmonic Motion' -Chapter 18 -covers Spring-Mass-Systems including Torsional Vibration, introduced too early.
The most basic machines are glossed over in Chapter 19 'Simple Machines', where force ratio and movement ratio doubles for the time honoured terms mechanical advantage and velocity ratio. The law to simple machines and the concept of limiting efficiency is developed mathematically, without the aid of a diagram when the authors should know that the concept of limiting efficiency is not self-evident at this level of study.
The examples of simple machines discussed may be those specified in the syllabus, but so basic they are unlikely to inspire students who, the authors hope, are destined to design and ‛build tall buildings and long bridges that may last for a thousand years or more' (See inside front cover).
Part Four 'Heat Transfer and Fluid Mechanics' comprises six chapters of commendable quality. 'Heat Energy and Transfer' -Chapter 20 -covers: change of state, latent heat of fusion, vaporisation, conduction, convection and radiation. Linear, superficial and cubic thermal expansion coefficients are explained in Chapter 21, while Chapter 22 'Hydrostatics' provides a clear understanding of pressure and its measurement, the high point being a method used to determine the pressure on submerged surfaces with calculations given.
Chapter 23 'Fluid Flow' covers instrumentation and measurement techniques, from the simple orifice plate to an electromagnetic device used for conductive fluids to the hot wire anemometer used for gases. The continuity equation and 'Bernoulli' are of course included. In contrast to the above Chapter 24 'Ideal Gas Laws' is almost entirely algebraic/numerical problem solving and Chapter 25 covers industrial methods of measuring temperature.
Although the authors deserve full credit for collating so many wide-ranging fully worked examples in a single volume, much of the supporting text is poorly organised and in places poorly expressed. However, given the first named author's close ties with BTech and Baccalaureate examination boards, the book is sure to appeal to colleges and lecturers who 'teach to the test' and to students desperate to get their hands on ready-made answers before sitting their exams. 
D. McLean
John Wiley and Sons, The Atrium, Southern Gate, Chichester, West Sussex, PO19 8SQ, UK. 2013. 550pp. Illustrated. £75. ISBN 978-1-119-96751-4. D oug McLean is a Technical Fellow (retired), Boeing Commercial Airplanes and his distinguished career with that company equips him well to write a book such as this, an endeavour in which he succeeds admirably.
The title accurately sums up the main thrust of the book, in which the author examines in detail the assumptions implicit in methods, experimental and theoretical, used by the aerodynamicist and offers a deep insight into the physics and mathematics underlying these methods when applied in a variety of situations. The limitations of many inadequate or erroneous explanations of, for example lift generation, are discussed and the ‛chicken and egg' nature of the actual physics is emphasised; for example, the mutual dependence of velocity and pressure and the notion of velocity ‛induction' by a vortex in kinematic theories, neither of which can be described in simple cause-and-effect terms.
The book starts with a conceptual review of the physical principles underpinning aerodynamic theory and the assumptions implicit in the use of a continuum model and in the derivation of the Navier-Stokes equations. The concept of the boundary layer and related theories are then critically examined in some depth. A chapter on flow around bodies follows, which includes a discussion of the role of topological laws in interpreting flow patterns and avoiding their misinterpretation. Next are chapters on drag and propulsion and lift production (in both two-and three-dimensional subsonic flow). The book concludes with a reappraisal of the theoretical idealisations discussed in earlier chapters and the book concludes with a final chapter on CFD methods.
Throughout the book common concepts, such as the laminar sub-layer in a turbulent boundary layer, are examined critically and the operation of various devices, such as riblets and winglets, carefully analysed and popular myths exploded.
Although many of the applications discussed in the book are slanted towards civil transport aircraft, the principles and pitfalls, that are so clearly elucidated, apply in virtually any branch of aerodynamics. Doug McLean's writing style is very accessible and the book is well produced. Consistent notation is used throughout and tables of symbols and acronyms at the beginning aid the reader considerably and comprehensive references are included. As someone who has been involved with aerodynamics for more years than I care to remember, I have rarely come across a book that is so readable and that provides so many (to me a least) genuinely new insights into the subject and its applications.
This book should be high on the wish list of any practising aerodynamicist, whether in industry or academia. At £75 it is not, at first sight, cheap but it is a measure of my enthusiasm that, faced with the prospect of returning the review copy, I have now ordered one for myself.
Dr David Philpott, CEng, MRAeS Head, Transonic-Aerodynamics Group, IHS ESDU
